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QUESTION 1

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have an Azure subscription that contains the virtual machines shown in the following table. 

You deploy a load balancer that has the following configurations: 

1.

 Name: LB1 

2.

 Type: Internal 

3.

 SKU: Standard 

4.

 Virtual network: VNET1 

You need to ensure that you can add VM1 and VM2 to the backend pool of LB1. 

Solution: You create a Standard SKU public IP address, associate the address to the network interface of VM1, and
then stop VM2. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

You can only attach virtual machines that are in the same location and on the same virtual network as the LB. Virtual
machines must have a standard SKU public IP or no public IP. 

The LB needs to be a standard SKU to accept individual VMs outside an availability set or vmss. VMs do not need to
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have public IPs but if they do have them they have to be standard SKU. Vms can only be from a single network. When
they 

don\\'t have a public IP they are assigned an ephemeral IP. 

Also, when adding them to a backend pool, it doesn\\'t matter in which status are the VMs. 

Note: Load balancer and the public IP address SKU must match when you use them with public IP addresses. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/backend-pool-management 

 

QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

You create a Recovery Services vault backup policy named Policy1 as shown in the following exhibit: 
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Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement based on the information
presented in the graphic. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: 10 years 

The yearly backup point occurs to 1 March and its retention period is 10 years. 

Box 2: 10 weeks 

 

QUESTION 3

DRAG DROP 

You create an Azure Migrate project named TestMig in a resource group named test-migration. You need to discover
which on-premises virtual machines to assess for migration. Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To
answer, select the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 
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Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Step 1: Download the OVA file for the collection appliance Azure Migrate uses an on-premises VM called the collector
appliance, to discover information about your on-premises machines. To create the appliance, you download a setup file
in 

Open Virtualization Appliance (.ova) format, and import it as a VM on your on-premises vCenter Server. 

Step 2: Create a migration group in the project 

For the purposes of assessment, you gather the discovered VMs into groups. For example, you might group VMs that
run the same application. For more precise grouping, you can use dependency visualization to view dependencies of a 

specific machine, or for all machines in a group and refine the group. 

Step 3: Create an assessment in the project 
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After a group is defined, you create an assessment for it. 

References: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/migrate/migrate-overview 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

You have Azure subscription that includes following Azure file shares: 

You have the following on-premises servers: 

You create a Storage Sync Service named Sync1 and an Azure File Sync group named Group1. Group1 uses share1
as a cloud endpoint. 

You register Server1 and Server2 in Sync1. You add D:\Folder1 on Server1 as a server endpoint of Group1. 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: No 

Group1 already has a cloud endpoint named Share1. 

A sync group must contain one cloud endpoint, which represents an Azure file share and one or more server endpoints. 

Box 2: No 

Box 3: Yes 

Yes, one or more server endpoints can be added to the sync group. 

References: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/file-sync/file-sync-server-endpoint-create?tabs=azure-portal 

 

QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 

You have an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) tenant that contains three global administrators named Admin1,
Admin2, and Admin3. 

The tenant is associated to an Azure subscription. Access control for the subscription is configured as shown in the
Access control exhibit. (Click the Exhibit tab.) 
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You sign in to the Azure portal as Admin1 and configure the tenant as shown in the Tenant exhibit. (Click the Exhibit
tab.) 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. NOTE: Each correct
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selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

They are all Global admins so they can all modify user permission. i.e add self as owner etc. You can be GA in one of
the subscription, it doesn\\'t mean that you can create the resources in all subscription. As a Global Administrator in
Azure Active Directory (Azure AD), you might not have access to all subscriptions and management groups in your
directory. Azure AD and Azure resources are secured independently from one another. That is, Azure AD role
assignments do not grant access to Azure resources, and Azure role assignments do not grant access to Azure AD.
However, if you are a Global Administrator in Azure AD, you can assign yourself access to all Azure subscriptions and
management groups in your directory 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/azure/role-based-access-control/elevate-access-global-admin 
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